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The problem of the behavior of positroDS and electroDi in given
external potentials, neglecting their mutual interaction, is analyzed
by replacing the theory of holes by a reinterpretation of the IOlu·
tions of the Dirac equation. It is possible to write down a complete
solution of the problem in terms of boundary conditioDS on the
wave function, and this IOlution contains automatically all the
possibilities of virtual (and real) pair formation and annihilation
together with the ordinary scattering processes, including the
correct relative signs of the various terms.
In this solution, the "negative energy states" appear in a form
which may be pictured (as by Stfickelberg) in space-time as waves
traveling away from the external potential backwards in time.
Experimentally, such a wave corresponds to a positron approaching the potential and annihilating the electron. A particle moving
forward in time (electron) in a potential may be scattered forward
in time (ordinary scattering) or backward (pair annihilation).
When moving backward (positron) it may be scattered bac1tward

in time (positron scattering) or forward (pair production). Por
such a particle the amplitude for transition from an initial to a
6n&l state is analyzed to any order in the potential by coDiidering
it to undergo !L sequence of such scatterings.
The amplitude for a process involving many such particles is
the product of the transition amplitudes for each particle. The
exclusion principle requires that antisymmetric combinatioDS of
amplitudes be chosen for those complete processes which differ
only by exchange of particles. It seems that a consistent interpretation is only possible if the exclusion principle is adopted. The
exclusion principle need not be taken into account in intermediate
states. Vacuum problems do not arise for charges which do not
interact with one another, but these are analyzed. nevertheless in
anticipation of application to quantum electrodynamics.
The results are also expressed in momentum-energy variables.
Equivalence to the second quantization theory of holes is proved
in an appendix.

1. INTRODUCTION

as a whole rather than breaking it up into its pieces.
It is as though a bombardier flying low over a road
suddenly sees three roads and it is only when two of
them come together and disappear again that he realizes
that he has simply passed over a long switchback in a
single road.
This over-all space-time point of view leads to considerable simplification in many problems. One can take
into account at the same time processes which ordinarily would have to be considered separately. For
example, when considering the scattering of an electron
by a potential one automatically takes into account the
effects of virtual pair productions. The same equation,
Dirac's, which describes the deflection of the world line
of an electron in a field, can also describe the deflection

T

ms is the first of a set of papers dealing with the

solution of problems in quantum electrodynamics.
The main principle is to deal directly with the solutions
to the Hamiltonian difIerential equations rather than
with these equations themselves. Here we treat simply
the motion of electrons and positrons in givenextemal
potentials. In a second paper we consider the interactions
of these particles, that is, quantum electrodynamics.
The problem of charges in a fixed potential is usually
treate9 by the method of second quantization of the
electron field, using the ideas of the theory of holes.
Instead we show that by a suitable choice and interpretation of the solutions of Dirac's equation the problem may be equally well treated in a ~er which is
fundamentally no more complicated than SchrOdinger's

(and in just as simple a manner) when it is large enough
to reverse the time-sense of the world line, and thereby
method of dealing with one or more particles. The vari- correspond to.pair annihilation. Quantum mechanically
ous creation and annihilation operators in the conven- the direction of the world lines is replaced by the
tional electron field view are required because the direction of propagation of waves.
number of particles is not conserved, i.e., pairs may be
This view is quite difIerent from that of the Hamilcreated or destroyed. On the other hand charge is tonian method which considers the future as developing
conserved which suggests that if we follow the charge, continuously from out of the past. Here we imagine the
not the particle, the results can be simplified.
entire space-time history laid out, and that we just
In the approximation of classical relativistic theory become aware of increasing portions of it successively.
the creation of. an electron pair (electron A, positron B) In a scattering problem this over-all view of the commight be represented by the start of two world lines plete scattering process is similar to the S-matru viewfrom the point of creation, 1. The world lines of the point of Heisenberg. The temporal order of events durpositron will then continue until it annihilates another ing the scattering, which is analyzed in such detail by
electron, C, at a world point 2. Between the times tl the Hamiltonian difIerential equation, is irrelevant. The
and II there are then three world lines, before and after relation of these viewpoints will be discussed much more
only one. However, the world lines of C, B, and A fully in the introduction to the second paper, in which
together form one continuous line albeit the "positron the more complicated interactions are analyzed.
part" B of this continuous line is directed backwards
The development stemmed from the idea that in nonin time. Following the charge rather than the particles relativistic quantum mechanics the amplitude for a
corresponds to considering this continuoWl world line given process can be considered as the sum of an ampli749
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